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Reaction Stoichiometry PreLab Worksheet

1. Which chemicals in this experiment are corrosive?

2. What action should you take if you spill these materials on yourself?

3. What should be done with the wastes associated with this experiment?

4. What three items should you bring with you every week to lab?

a)

b)

c)

5. When are the Webassign prelab, in lab and post lab assignments due?

a) prelab:

b) inlab:

c) postlab:
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6. Select the correct answer that completes the sentence below:
In the lab, a student must wear safety glasses or goggles...

� unless they bother him/her

� only when he/she is performing experiments

� at all times

� unless he/she has standard eyeglasses

� unless he/she has contact lenses

7. Select the correct answer to complete the sentence below:
If a student knows ahead of time that he/she must miss a lab, he/she should

� wait until after missing the lab, then show his/her instructor the documentation for the
absence.

� attend an alternate lab, then tell his/her instructor later.

� notify his/her instructor as early as possible following the instructions on the CH202
website.

8. Select the correct answer to complete the sentence below:
If a student is absent due to sudden illness or emergency, he/she should

� wait until the next meeting of the lab and bring documentation for the absence.

� attend an alternate lab, then tell his/her instructor later.

� notify his/her instructor as early as possible following the instructions on the CH202
website. Contact with the instructor must occur within 24 hours of the absence.

9. In two or three sentences, briefly describe the experiments in this week’s lab.
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